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                                               CHAPTER 3

                                         THE LOVE WALK

          .... “Love endures long and is patient and kind; love never is envious nor
boils over with jealousy, is not boastful or vainglorious, does not display itself
haughtily. It is not conceited (arrogant and inflated with pride); it is not rude
(unmannerly) and does not act unbecomingly. Love (God’s love in us) does not
insist on its own rights or its own way, for it is not self-seeking; it is not touchy or
fretful or resentful; it takes no account of the evil done to it [it pays no attention to
a suffered wrong]. It does not rejoice at injustice and unrighteousness, but rejoices
when right and truth prevail. Love bears up under anything and everything that
comes, is ever ready to believe the best of every person, its hopes are fadeless
under all circumstances, and it endures everything [without weakening]. Love
never fails [never fades out or becomes obsolete or comes to an end]”....                  
                                                                                                                                       
                                                    1 Corinthians 13: 4-8a (Amplified Translation)

WE MUST WALK IN LOVE AT ALL COST TO OURSELVES IN THIS
LAST HOUR

          In this last of the last hour it is "extremely" important for each and every one
of us to diligently guard ourselves against "taking offense" at anything that Satan
attempts to derail our "love-walk" with. At the same time, when "situations" such
as this occur, it points out once again how very important it is to "allow" the Holy
Spirit to "continually" do the deepest work of the Cross in us in order that we
might become the pure and holy vessels of God's presence in the midst of a
crooked and perverse generation that He so desires us to be. As the Lord has dealt
and dealt and dealt with me over the years I have come to an ever greater
appreciation of not only the need for this deep work of the Cross from a personal
standpoint but also its great importance and significance in the perfect carrying out
- both individually and corporately - of God's plan for His Glorious Church and
the outpouring of His Spirit through Her in this last hour. 
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WE CAN IN NO WAY "HOLD" TO THE FEAR OF WHAT OTHERS
THINK

          It is certain that the Father is bringing "all" those He has called to a position
of leadership (servanthood) in the True (Glorious) Church to a clear and deep
revelation of the fact that we can in no way "hold" to the fear of what others
"think" - a fear which is rooted and grounded in seeking after the "approval" of
"flesh and blood" instead of concentrating solely on the carrying out of God's will.
This "fear of man" always brings a snare while the fear (reverence) of God and His
Word will always bring blessing (empowerment) to ourselves and to the rest of the
Body of Christ. We need to "listen" to what our brothers and sisters say at ALL
times and never just "dismiss" hastily what they say but our "final authority" must
"always" be the "revealed" Word of God!

                                  A VERY EFFECTIVE PROCEDURE

          Over the years the Holy Spirit has taught me a very effective procedure for
dealing with "flesh and blood" - in love - while, at the same time, "devastating" the
strongholds and the schemes that Satan is attempting to "disrupt" or "divide" the
church with. First of all He taught me that in "every" situation that we will have to
deal with there are two different areas of "discernment" needed in order to handle
it properly - thus allowing God's power - the administration of His Life, Light,
Love etc. to enter into and change in whatever way necessary - the path of the one
being prayed for and/or ministered to.

                                      WHAT IS SATAN'S PURPOSE?

          The first area which needs to be discerned is this: What is Satan's purpose in
using that particular "vessel"? What is his deepest purpose as far as hindering the
church goes? Sometimes this aspect is pretty obvious but at other times Satan uses
a type of "smokescreen" in order to do much greater harm in the long run? Either
way - as one diligently seeks the "root" of his scheme, in order to "lay an axe to
it", the Holy Spirit - the Spirit of wisdom and revelation - will be faithful to fully
enlighten the one seeking "true discernment" (not "tainted" by any unforgiveness)
of the situation and, having received this discernment, that one then turns upon
whatever evil spirits are working by speaking an "authoritative word" given them
by the Holy Spirit and their "assignment" is ended (obliterated) and they are cast
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out and bound from "any" further working.

     WE NEED TO FIND OUT WHAT THE "GROUND OF FEAR" WAS

          This now sets up a strong need for the second area of discernment. We need
to find out what the "ground" of fear (selfishness - self-exaltation - fear of man)
was in the "vessel" that was used. Believe me, there has to be a "ground of fear"
for one to be "held captive" by the Evil One for if "every" ground of fear had
"already" been dealt with, or they "truly" desired in their heart to walk in perfect
obedience to their call and thus were, at least, walking in all of the light that they
had up to that time, then that one in a position of authority would simply be
speaking and moving in perfect obedience (love) by the unction of the Holy Spirit
(anointing) and the revealed Word abiding in their heart and not "allowing"
themselves (unconsciously) to be used against their brothers and sisters. The
"vessel" that "allows" themselves to be held captive to carry out the schemes of
Satan is usually "unaware" of their "error" (rebellion) and may even be "fully
convinced" (by "demonic influence") that what they are doing or saying is quite in
line with the Word of God and is meeting the "needs" of the people. So now,
having already dealt with the "behind the scenes" work of Satan and his "forces"
we must steadfastly seek enlightenment concerning the "vessel" in order that we
might pray the prayer that is necessary and speak or write the words that will
minister the light and life and love that will set them free and "allow" them to
enter into, and accomplish, all that God has set out for them. It is in this way that
the captives are set free to experience God's "greatest eternal benefit" for their
lives and ministries.

THE FATHER IS RAISING UP "MINISTERS" IN THIS LAST OF THE
LAST HOUR WHO WILL TAKE THE "NECESSARY" TIME AND
EFFORT TO OPERATE IN THE MIDST OF HIS PEOPLE WITH A
"PIN-POINT" ACCURACY

          The Father is raising up "ministers" in this last of the last hour who will take
the "necessary" time and effort to operate in the midst of His people with a
"pin-point" accuracy in their ministering of His Word - a people who will speak
the revealed knowledge of His Word by the unction of His Spirit - the Spirit of
Love - at "all" cost to themselves. Because of these things Satan shall be
"removed" (eliminated) from the midst of all those who truly love God and whose
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first and foremost desire is the establishment of the True (Glorious) Church and
the revelation and manifestation of God's Kingdom in the earth. Let us set
ourselves in perfect agreement concerning any brother or sister - that may have
allowed themselves to be used by Satan against us - for their "complete"
deliverance from "any" and "every" bondage to the "self-life" and their soon
entrance into the "fulness" of effective ministry in the Church.   

Let us hear the words of the Father:

"UNWORTHINESS" PRODUCES "SELF-EFFORT" DUE TO A "FEAR
OF FAILURE" 

          ...."There are many whom I have called to positions of leadership in My
church and who are, at this time, serving out in the forefront of the congregations
of My people who are "hurting" deep within themselves because they have - in
"maintaining" a certain degree of "sin-consciousness" - "allowed" Satan to deceive
them into "thinking" (unconsciously) that they are not worthy - due to past
transgressions - to partake of the "fulness" of their inheritance which was bought
with the precious Blood of My Dear Son. They know in their heart that all is not
right within them and yet they are at a loss as to why! Truly I say to you, as they
finally come to their "breaking point" and thus come to the "full realization" that
the "self-effort" by which they have "attempted" to maintain their fear and walk in
love at the same time (double-mindedness) is absolutely futile in light of the
"fulness" of My calling upon their life. But because the "deepest" motivation of
their heart is to fulfil all that which I created them for I shall surely lead them into
a deep and thorough repentance and I shall surely send "certain" apostles and
"certain" prophets to minister powerfully the necessary "revelation" unto them and
they shall be set free and they shall "flourish" as never before in the spiritual tasks
I have called them to. And they shall move powerfully against the Evil One and
his forces in the midst of their congregation. And they shall drive out "all" that is
apart from Me in that place "fueled" by a divine energy and love that none can
resist! Fear not, My beloved ones, for truly I say to you, I shall have My "spotless
and unblemished" Church! Only "know" that I have made "every" provision to
"elevate" My people to their "proper position" therein!"....
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ALL "CRITICISM" IS ROOTED AND GROUNDED IN FEAR AND
SELF-EXALTATION; ALL "EXHORTATION" (ADMONITION) IS
ROOTED AND GROUNDED IN LOVE AND SELF-DENIAL

          It seems a very simple thing to me that, first of all, in reality, we, as
born-again, Spirit-filled "Christians", are all on the "same team" and secondly, that
we are all called to be "pro" the Father; "pro" Jesus; "pro" the Holy Spirit; "pro"
the establishment of the True (Glorious) Local Church and "pro" the furthering of
God's Kingdom in the earth. I look at it this way - if one is truly diligent to seek
after perfect agreement with God in all these areas what is left? I have heard
certain parts of the body criticize certain "movements" and certain "movements"
criticize certain other parts of the body but God in His faithfulness is going to
remove all "foolish controversies" in the midst of all those who truly love Him.
The Father is now going to expose the deepest thoughts and motivations of all
those who have "allowed" themselves to be held captive by the Evil One to
"minister" death and darkness in the midst of God's people.

ALL "CRITICISM" IS ROOTED AND GROUNDED IN FEAR AND PRIDE

          There are many who have continued to issue forth "critical" statements
against those called and anointed of God and they have failed to heed the
admonition of the Holy Spirit and the command of God's Word to "touch not mine
anointed"! They have shown no reverence whatsoever towards "certain works" of
God that are in their "beginning phase" and because of a deep-rooted pride and
selfishness which they have "held to" (unconsciously) they remain ignorant of the
"totality" of the Father's plan for His Church in this hour. If we see, to any degree,
something that the Holy Spirit shows us is clearly "falling short of the Glory" then
we must do whatever He instructs us - at "all cost" to ourselves - in order to bring
it into "perfect alignment" with the fulness of the Father's purpose. The old saying,
"If you are not part of the solution then you are part of the problem" most certainly
applies to the "critical spirit" that has - up until this time - been "allowed" to "run
rampant" in certain circles. Many are quick to condemn and criticize and accuse
others in the Body and this, in itself, is a blatant violation of the "Law of Love"
and they justify themselves by saying that God has given them a "hard" word but,
in fact, they have taken a position of authority in the midst of God's people that is
not ordained by Him.
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 A DEEP AND THOROUGH REPENTANCE MUST BE FORTHCOMING!

          They may indeed have a revelation of what is clearly a "problem" but
because they are not rooted and grounded in love they speak out of their own hurt
and anger and thus healing and true restoration and unity in the Body are blocked
and the seeds of disunity perpetuated in their midst and in the midst of all those
with whom they have to do. My heart grieves for these "deceived ones" for I can
see their true potential in Christ and it is far, far beyond anything that they
themselves could ever even "begin" to imagine in their present state of
(unconscious) darkness (1 John 2:9-10); nonetheless, it is these "stumblingblocks"
that are first in line for the fearsome wrath of God that is about to be released
against "all" unrighteousness - unless a deep and thorough repentance is
forthcoming on their part.

THE NEED FOR "PERFECT" PATIENCE AND "PERFECT" LOVE IN
THIS MOST GLORIOUS HOUR!

It was an excellent thing a friend wrote recently: 

          "I'm looking for/waiting for "the fullness" - and not understanding what to
do with what's happening".

          This is the very position that each and every one of us who are seeking
"God's best" are in at this time. The key on our end is to continue to diligently seek
the Father concerning the "revelation" we need in order to take the next step in His
plan for our lives and ministries. We must "refuse" to "mentally ascend" to "any"
idea or notion which is apart from the Anointed One and His Anointing! Another
key is for us to continually guard our heart with "all" diligence, and thus abide in
the divine empowerment that will cause us to victoriously stand against "every"
attempt by Satan and his forces to get us to "violate" the "LAW OF LOVE". We
"must" WALK IN LOVE at ALL COST TO OURSELVES - "knowing" that our
loving Father is faithful to cause us to rise above the schemes of the Evil One; and,
in doing so, continually fulfil every good and righteous work in us and through us,
by His Spirit. In this most glorious time the Father is raising up a people of faith
(which works only through love) who refuse to be bound and influenced by
"outward appearances" and "sense knowledge" and in them the Evil One shall
continue to find "no ground" from which to work in, through or successfully
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against.

"SELF-DESIRE" - A DEADLY POISON TO THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
LIFE!

          In this hour as things begin to "radically intensify" those who have held to
ANY element of "self-desire" shall fail to understand the loving and tender heart
of God towards them and thus they shall be found fighting against those who are
walking in faith and obedience and they shall be found "frantically resisting" - in
their fear (selfishness and rebelliousness) - the revelation coming forth from the
Throne Room. Because they have "allowed" themselves to be deceived - due to the
hardness of their heart caused by a "certain degree" of "maintained" fellowship
with the world - they will not regard (honour) God's highest purpose and will for
their own lives and ministries. They "believe" (through deception) that they
themselves are already abiding in the center of God's plan for them. The only way
to prevent oneself from being pulled into the strong "undertow" of "self-desire" is
for them to humble themselves entirely under the mighty hand of God and "allow"
Him to surround them with godly men and women whose only "agenda" is to carry
out the will of God at all cost to themselves. In this most glorious hour it is certain
that all those who have "chosen" to walk faithfully in obedience to the Father and
His Word shall live under an "open Heaven", but it is also certain that all those
children of God who "steadfastly" set themselves in rebellion against the Father
and His Word shall begin to experience an "open Hell" - both in them and around
them for they will have wilfully forsaken their precious Covenant in order to
pursue ungodly lusts in unrighteousness. Because of this they shall be exposed as
"mere pawns" in Satan's plan to oppose the True (Glorious) Church.

"STRIFE" UNACCEPTABLE IN THE MIDST OF GOD'S PEOPLE
UNDER "ANY" CIRCUMSTANCES

          The main thing we "all" must continually keep in mind is that even though
we may not "like" or "understand" certain personalities or actions we are called to
love that person and discern their "words" or "actions" in light of the "fulness" of
their potential and calling in the Anointed One and His Anointing and the
"revealed" Word of God. This alone produces the necessary "compassion" for the
anointing within us to be released on their behalf that will cause them to be
"elevated" into the "fulness" of their inheritance and calling in Christ. This is the
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"true" ministry that the Father requires at "all" times in establishing the "spotless
and unblemished" Church in this most critical and glorious hour and if it doesn't
begin with those called to the five-fold ministry then it doesn't begin at all. Now is
the time wherein all those in "leadership" who "refuse" to lay down their lives
"entirely" for the brethren will be deemed "unfit" for this "next phase" in the
establishing of the True Local (Glorious) Church. We must be faithful to guard our
heart in this hour. It will surely be the difference between "overcoming" (absolute
victory) and perishing. Some have not heeded the many warnings coming forth
from the Throne Room - up to this time - through the apostles and prophets, due to
an element of pride (self-assuredness) within them. There is now just a small
"sliver" of time left for them and we must be faithful to keep on praying and
ministering the Word to them that they might be led into a deep and thorough
repentance and gain a "revelation" of the "true" calling upon their life and ministry
- and thus, enter into their "proper" position in the midst of God's people. There is
nothing that is "insignificant" in these days where the Kingdom of God is
concerned - for the underlying principle is that the last shall be first and the first
last; the humble shall be exalted (by God) and all those who exalt themselves shall
be humbled (by God).

                            MANY ARE SEEKING A "DEFINITION"

          Many are attempting to define this wondrous move of the Father which is
even now coming upon us, but in all their "attempts" at getting understanding
concerning who we are and what we are called to do in our remaining time in this
dispensation, let them come to the place wherein they are "able" to receive a
revelation that:

  THEY SHALL KNOW THAT WE ARE CHRISTIANS BY OUR LOVE!

         and let them also come to understand that Love requires a heart wholly given
to His deepest heart desires in order to accomplish the greatest eternal results - in
any given situation. As we abide in this place of the Father's perfect love - in ALL
things - we shall never fail and we shall continually have His approval and deep
assurance that we are pleasing children unto Him. These are some of the realities
of Kingdom-life and, as you can clearly see, they far transcend what up until now
has passed for acceptable "Christian living". The tables are about to be turned in
the hearts of all those children of God who "hold to" anything or person ahead of
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the Anointed One and His Anointing. Therefore, we must continually seek to draw
ever nearer to our loving Father and allow Him to perfectly prepare us for what
lies directly ahead and we must come to trust His perfect intentions and good will
toward us, for He alone is worthy of such an absolute trust and He alone will
NEVER fail us nor forsake us!

ALL THOSE WHO HOLD TO ANYTHING OR ANYONE APART FROM

CHRIST SHALL ALLOW SATAN AND HIS FORCES TO CAUSE THEM

TO FAIL IN THEIR OBJECTIVES AND THEY SHALL EXPERIENCE

GREAT "DISAPPROVAL" IN THE EYES OF MANY. SIMPLY PUT,

THE VERY FEAR THAT THEY "HELD TO" IN THEIR SEEKING

AFTER THE APPROVAL OF MAN SHALL COME UPON THEM!

                                                   "QUESTIONS"

          It is the "motivation" behind the questions that one must beware of. There
are only two different potential motives behind each question: God-serving or
self-serving. The one who is walking with their "spirit-man" in dominance over
their soul and body (flesh) will ALWAYS be able to discern the difference
between the two.

Let us hear the words of the Lord Jesus:

          ...."Any "question" asked out of a Spirit of love always has as its deepest
goal or motivation, the knowledge of My will. Any question asked out of a "spirit
of fear" (selfishness) always has as its deepest motivation the "justification" of
one's own actions (sin); every question asked of My bondservants and
handmaidens out of a spirit of fear (selfishness) must be met with "silence"; not a
complete silence, for I indeed shall give the words needed for My bondservants
and handmaidens to minister "light" to the questioner in order that their "motives"
might be exposed; that they might be led to the place wherein they seek My will,
and My will alone. There were many who asked Me questions while I walked the
earth, and as you can see from the Scriptures, a quick and careless answer was not
"expedient" and was not conducive to the carrying out of the Father's will, and
there are those who "allow" themselves to be used by the Evil One to attempt to
confuse and trick those whom I have sent as "gifts" to My people, and of these
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ones you must beware. To those who "ask" with "holy hearts", truly I say to you,
they shall receive the "riches of Heaven" as My anointed ones answer them"....

          ...."The motivation behind a question asked by one influenced and motivated
by a spirit of fear always seeks to "lead" the hearer into a perfect agreement with
them. Therefore, take heed of not just "questions", but of all the words which are
spoken to you; for I shall give you "understanding" and you shall not be ignorant
of any scheme of the Evil One and you shall take the "circumstances" and
"situations" which he uses to attempt to move you apart from My "perfect" and
"wholesome" words - words full of power and love and truth, which will both
expose and destroy any darkness which crosses your path"....

          PRAY FOR THOSE WHO ARE USED TO PERSECUTE YOU

It is very important to pray for those vessels who are "used" to persecute
you as the Holy Spirit gives you discernment because they may yet play a very
important role in the Father's plan in these coming days concerning you. At the
same time I must warn you that as long as any "ground" of self-desire is
maintained by ANY in a position of "ministry" then they shall SURELY be used
by Satan in his attempt to either stop or hinder the "fulness" of the Father's plan.

         THE "SPIRIT OF JEALOUSY" AND THE "SPIRIT OF ENVY"

There can be a very strong "spirit of jealousy" rise up in the midst of one
who is seeking ANYTHING apart from a pure motivation of love in their heart.
REMEMBER KORAH'S REBELLION! (Numbers 16), BUT:  in this most
glorious time nothing shall even hinder what the Father is about to do - in and
through His faithful and obedient servants. It is of the "utmost importance" that we
keep all those who may potentially be involved with us in future ministry in prayer
before the Throne because (and I say this with as much "seriousness" as I can
muster) the judgement that befalls all those who are used by Satan to come against
this "final wave" of the five-fold ministry shall be both swift and absolute and the
effects of those initially judged in this way shall send "shock waves" throughout
the Body of Christ. This will not produce "fear", but rather a consummate and holy
reverence (respect) for the Father and His Word - and the delegated authorities He
is bringing forth on all fronts in this most critical hour the Church has ever seen. 
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The things I speak of are "spiritual reality" and it is very important for every child
of God to be found guarding their heart (tongue) with all diligence - day in and
day out - for the failure to do so shall SURELY cause them to be found falling far
short of the Glorious Church - and their perfect part in it. O, the danger of
"religious" and self-serving attitudes in this final hour! Again, I say, on the one
hand it is very, very important not to discount - in any way - any given "vessel of
persecution"  from their perfect part in the Father's plan where you are concerned,
BUT, (and I say this with a very deep and holy reverence towards the will of the
Father for ALL of His precious children) NOTHING shall stand in the way of the
establishment of the "spotless and unblemished" Church in this hour and therefore
it is of the utmost important for each and every last child of God to forsake (flee
from) any and all unrighteous motivations and attitudes - unrighteous motivations
and attitudes which shall SURELY cause them to be found fighting against the
anointed handmaidens and bondservants of the Father - and all in the name of
"God"! This is indeed a most dangerous time for any child of God to maintain
their "own" agenda, for ALL that is apart from Christ shall surely be exposed and
consumed by the Spirit of judgement and burning which shall flow forth in
torrents through all those whose hearts are "pure" in this final hour.

   PERFECT HONESTY AND INTEGRITY - IN THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH

          This is a most critical time and it is very important to deal with ANY given
circumstance or situation that "crosses our path" with a perfect honesty and
integrity in the Spirit of Truth. One need NEVER fear speaking the truth in love.
Sometimes it burns away a chunk of the flesh (fear of what others MAY think of
us) but we MUST be a people who are willing to lay our lives down for our
brothers and sisters in order that through our obedience they might be "elevated"
up into their "proper position" to receive what they need from the Father - whether
that be finances or revelation (wisdom) or anything else. Every child of God
MUST realize that they are fully anointed to "confront" the works of the Evil One
that the Father brings across their path. One's obedience in any given situation is
most important and may very well be the difference between that one(s) they are
called to "minister" to in truth and love, receiving the fulness of God's blessing
and entering into the fulness of His plan in the coming days and weeks; or, being
side-tracked off into the Devil's territory - the "world" and its "self-serving" ways
and purposes.
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                                                CONFRONTATIONS

          "Confrontations" never become totally what you might call "pleasant", but
when one begins to gain a revelation of the importance of loving one another at all
cost to themselves (their "flesh") then "confrontation" which is brought forth
through one's perfect obedience (love) certainly will hold no fear - because in the
position of abiding in love, we are given eyes to see that our obedience on the
behalf of others will ALWAYS bring forth God's greatest eternal benefit into their
lives and ministries. This time is more critical than any of us can comprehend so
let us all remain sober and alert in all things, for the victory is already ours in
EVERY "confrontation" we are called to!

DIVINE STRENGTH IMPARTED THROUGH ONE'S OBEDIENCE TO
THE COMMAND TO "LOVE ONE ANOTHER"

          The loving of one another that we are called to is simply the translation of
our individual faith and obedience (action) towards the Father and His Word on
behalf of each other - by the power of the Holy Spirit. Regardless of the "action" -
whether material or spiritual (prayer and the ministry of the Word) - when one acts
in obedience to the Holy Spirit then not only is the love of God shed abroad in
their own heart but it pours out like precious oil into the hearts and lives of all
those who cross their path. There is such a divine strength "imparted" when one
allows the love of God to flow through them, that the one(s) that that love is
poured out on are surely empowered in every way to not only carry on but also to
reach up to obtain the Father's best in their own lives and ministries. This "divine
empowerment" shall multiply and increase daily in the midst of - and between - all
those who truly love God from now until the catching away of the Church and it
shall be a most glorious experience!

            A PROFOUND AND ALL-ENCOMPASSING REVELATION

          I count true friendship (a friend loves - obeys God - on another's behalf at
ALL times) a very precious and holy thing and I am truly thankful for those the
Father has blessed me with - I consider them the "best" - excelling all others.
Regardless of the special blessings that the Father has bestowed upon us, each and
every child of God MUST gain - and abide in - a revelation of the necessity of
keeping His Word first - above ALL things. This is profound and
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all-encompassing revelation and all those who are diligent to continually seek to
adhere to it will be "served" by it very well - even unto the end of the age. One
does not just "fall upon" this kind of revelation. It is the certain product of a heart
"wholly" given. It is the failure of many to adhere to this foundational Kingdom
principle (the Divine Requirement which is found in Luke 10:27) that has kept
them running after "flesh and blood" and from this place of "misguided" focus and
loyalty they remain under the control of a "spirit of idolatry".

            PRAY FOR ALL THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN "DECEIVED"

          It is important to love one another regardless of what has been said or done.
As long as there is even a tiny seed of repentance in the heart of one who has been
deceived THEN there is still the opportunity for them to repent and enter into the
place of the fulness of ministry that the Father has prepared for them. It is certain
though, that no one will enter into that special place without a heart of love
towards the Father (and His Word) and His people and a "complete" laying down
of their own life and the desire for "self-glorification". The "root of bitterness"
(unforgiveness) is the root of all longing for the acceptance and approval of men,
and it is this "longing" that produces the presumptuous action which seeks a
position in the midst of God's people that was never ordained by the Father
Himself. There are some who have been called to positions of great authority and
"leadership" (servanthood) in the Church, but because they have maintained an
element of "self-desire" (fear) they have presumptuously spoken words which
even though they may have the "appearance" of Truth - the Spirit of Love (the
anointing that produces and bears the perfect fruit) is nowhere to be found. Unless
a deep and thorough repentance is forthcoming in this next most critical
time-frame they will not enter into the fulness of the Father's plan for their life and
ministry, again, without exception. So let us be found looking upon whatever
situation that has come before us as an opportunity to love and to pray earnestly
for all those who have been "ministering" apart from the Holy Spirit. 

Let us hear the words of the Father:

          ...."Proclaiming My Word in the power of the "Cross" causes a holy fear and
reverence to rise up in the hearts of those who hear, and places before them the
distinct choice of either doing or forsaking My will, as it pertains to their lives.
Truly I say to you, those who put forth My Word in the "fulness" of My power
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must first have emptied themselves of all that is not of Me, and in doing so they
shall find themselves in a position to be used as vessels as I pour forth My Spirit
upon "all" flesh in this last hour"....

                      "WITHOUT REGARD FOR ANYTHING ELSE"

          ...."Everything My children do must be based in their love for Me without
regard for anything else"....

                     "THE NECESSARY WORKING OF THE CROSS"

          The most important factors in the fulness of the Father's will manifesting in
the physical realm are the continual exercising of faith, patience and obedience on
our part - regardless of the many "outside pressures" that Satan attempts to derail
us with. The chief factor in our remaining time here in this dispensation is not
"time" itself, but rather perfect obedience! Those who continue to build their
houses on "sand" (soulish emotions and self-effort) and thus do not have the
necessary working of the Cross - which is the prerequisite to being "rooted and
grounded in love" - will not have the "necessary" revelation knowledge and they
will not be able to stand up under the "fierce" storms which are even now
beginning to overtake them - and this, without exception!

"THE ONLY THING THAT KEEPS ONE FROM HEARING THE
FATHER CLEARLY IS FEAR (SELFISHNESS - SELF-AGENDA) AND
THAT FEAR IS BORN OUT OF MISTRUST"

           It has become obvious that we are coming into the most important and
critical (and glorious) time in the history of both mankind and the Church. Every
Christian would do well to take whatever steps are necessary for them to come
into the place where they are able to hear the still, small voice. The only thing that
keeps one from hearing the Father clearly is fear (selfishness - self-agenda) and
that fear is born out of mistrust, and that mistrust is "maintained" through a heart
that is not wholly given, and that state of a heart "not wholly given" continues
because of fear (mistrust) and this breeds self-dependence - and so this negative
cycle continues in the lives of God's children until such a time as they make a
"quality decision" to give ALL to Him. It is from this point that all true (Kingdom)
service begins and it will now become very evident - very quickly - what is of God
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and what is not.

THERE IS NO NEED TO "CONTEND" FOR "POSITION" IN THE
KINGDOM!

Just the very nature of my calling and the particular task the Father has
given me concerning "helping" to oversee the full and proper release of the true
apostles and prophets necessitates me being separated wholly unto Him and, from
that position of abiding fellowship and communion with Him - going out on the
particular and specific "assignments" I am given. I am so thankful for the people
of God that the Father has brought across my path up to this time. They are so
precious and they really want to experience ALL that the Father has for them. I
can see the thankfulness in their eyes at times towards the Father for the apostolic
anointing being released. It is what truly makes everything worthwhile to me - as
far as ministry goes. On the other side of the coin as soon as someone does not
want to go on any further - and thus they "maintain" a ground of fear (pride). They
spend much time intent on "proving" (at least in their own minds) the man or
woman of God's motivations to be self-exaltive and unloving. This is always a
most unpleasant situation - one which has forced me many times over the years to
separate myself from those who refuse, by their prideful actions, the close and
trusting fellowship that the Father desires - first with Him, and THEN with others
in the Body of Christ.

"AS ONE IS FAITHFUL TO WALK IN LOVE THEN WHATEVER SATAN
HAS MEANT FOR EVIL TOWARDS THEM - THE FATHER WILL TURN
TO GOOD - FOR HIS HOLY PURPOSES"

          There seems to be something inherent in "some" that causes them to contend
for position in the Kingdom, but the reality of the situation is that each man
already has a position "reserved" in the Father's plan and there is no need
whatsoever for this type of foolishness. In my experience it has - for the most part
- been the women (those whose hearts are wholly given) who have been more
faithful to recognize what true and trustworthy ministry is all about. Regardless of
how one in "delegated authority" is received the bottom line is that it is very
important for that one to be found walking in love - both in the good times and the
difficult times. As one is faithful to walk in love THEN whatever Satan has meant
for evil towards them - the Father will turn to good - for His holy purposes. Every
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child of God MUST come to KNOW very well that their battle is NEVER against
"flesh and blood" - so for the "delegated authority" to violate the law of love on
that count (persecution) would be a very bad scene and things would not go well
for them - NOR SHOULD THEY! It is only by the grace of God that we are
continually empowered to walk in love. It is an "impossibility" to forgive or to
walk in love as long as ANY element of the soulish nature is involved.       

"TRUE" ACCOUNTABILITY AND COVENANT RELATIONSHIPS IN
THE MINISTRY

In this area of "true" accountability and covenant relationships in the
ministry, many are deceived into thinking that the basis of these kinds of
relationships is some form of "accountability" to "flesh and blood" BEFORE the
Father and His Word. Outwardly they give the Father and His Word a form of
"acknowledgment", but when it comes right down to it they crave after "emotional
attachment" and dependency upon "flesh and blood". This is a scheme of the Evil
One to keep them in bondage and a position of "powerlessness". It is the very
thing that will prevent one from entering into the Kingdom with "both feet" - and
thus entering into the fulness of ministry in Christ. Each and every one of us have
a specific calling and like every other calling - it is unique. It is safe to say that
there is only ONE WAY for each one of us - as children of God - to fulfil all that
we were created for and, therefore, the best possible thing for each of us to do is to
pursue the narrow path of perfect obedience with ALL of our heart.

IT IS A VERY FINE LINE BETWEEN THE DELEGATED AUTHORITY
"TAKING OFFENSE" AND WALKING (AND TALKING) IN A SPIRIT OF
"RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION"

          It is a very fine line between the delegated authority "taking offense" and
walking (and talking) in a spirit of "righteous indignation" - which is a
spontaneous by-product of the love of God. I understand that there is still much
misunderstanding concerning the "delegated authorities", but it is truly time for
the people of God to grow up and start carrying their own portion of the weight of
the "Kingdom business" they are called to (EVERY member has a key part), or
they are going to "miss the boat" in the coming days. One thing for sure: any and
all "self-agenda" and every element of "idolatry" is going to be exposed exactly
for what it is: sin and rebellion against the Father and His Word! Many seem to
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still "maintain" the desire to be "coddled" and have their "hand held" by the men
and women that the Father is sending forth from the Throne Room - as if the Holy
Spirit did not exist within THEM to "teach them all things" and lead them into all
truth. It is much easier to be "accountable" to "flesh and blood", but it is NEVER
profitable as far as the Kingdom goes - and from here on in the Kingdom is all that
truly matters! Quite simply put: I have an "open contempt" for anything that
hinders - in any way - the children of God coming into the "fulness" of their
inheritance in Christ. For many, many centuries the church has walked in some
degree of darkness - a darkness that for the most part has kept her powerless to
remove the burdens of the captives and to destroy every yoke of bondage. This
MUST and WILL end in this most critical and glorious hour!

                                                A CRITICAL TIME!

It is a critical time we are entering into and we must be ready for whatever is
about to come forth - both the good that will overtake the faithful and obedient
and the evil (storms) that is even now beginning to overcome those who have
"built their house" apart from the revealed knowledge of God's Word. It is a
critical time as far as "positioning" goes (and everything else for that matter), but
far from causing any concern we should simply be found rejoicing at all that is
now to come forth in the Body of Christ. If one is truly and wholly given to the
will of God then there is a deep knowing and assurance that He cannot fail to
bring His will to pass in our lives and ministries and thus one enters into a state of
"deep rest" - rest being defined as having ceased from one's "own" works (Isaiah
58). If one has truly ceased from striving in their own strength ("the mind of the
flesh") THEN there is truly nothing to worry or be anxious about!

AS ONE ABIDES IN A PERFECT LOVE THEN ALL FEAR - AND THE
GROUND THEREOF - IS LITERALLY "CAST OUT"

All worry and anxiety is rooted and grounded in the fear of "losing
something" - or having something taken away, but if a thing is truly the will of the
Father THEN it can never be "taken (stolen) away". This is precisely why as one
abides in a perfect love THEN all fear - and the ground thereof - is literally "cast
out" of the way and every hindrance removed from one fulfilling the totality of the
Father's will for them. This "positioning" is not only for the apostles and other
five-fold ministers - they are simply messengers and "imparters" of the divine
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reality of who every child of God is - in Christ. The day is soon coming - and now
is - wherein every child of God who truly desires to overcome (and thus fulfil their
destiny in Christ) shall have to lay down every last bit of ground which provokes
them in any way to fear, worry or anxiety. The failure to "allow" the love of God
(shed abroad in the heart by the Holy Spirit) to deal with and consume every last
ground of fear (and selfishness - which is the spontaneous by-product of fear) shall
cause one to be overcome in such a way that they will be totally oblivious to the
reality of the true Kingdom life which is available to them. They will - in their
search for answers to the "storms" (problems) which overtake and surround them -
allow themselves to be moved deeper and deeper into darkness and the "wisdom"
of the present "world system". If one persists in this folly they shall surely begin to
perish in this last of the last hour at the hands of the Evil One and his forces. This
is the cold, stark reality of the conflict of the "kingdoms" which is about to
escalate to a degree heretofore not seen in the earth. For years now the
handmaidens and the bondservants have clearly proclaimed the heart of the Father
from the Throne Room.   Only those who have drawn near to Him will have the
ears necessary to hear and the eyes necessary to see the simple - yet absolute -
truth and spiritual reality behind all things.

                      THE DANGER OF "SOULISH RELATIONSHIPS"

          "Soulish relationships" are simply relationships that are both founded and
sustained by the power and mind of the "flesh". As Christians we are instructed to
"view" (by faith) all others as "in" Christ (the fulness of their potential in Christ as
revealed to our heart by the Holy Spirit in any given moment). We are also
instructed to not be "unequally yoked" and to not "fellowship with the world", but
this refers to a state of heart. Those whose hearts are wholly given - and who thus
have a deep revelation of the necessity of guarding their heart with ALL diligence
- will have the necessary "liberty", in and by the indwelling Holy Spirit, to
accomplish every Kingdom "task" regardless of where and who they are sent to -
even into the deepest recesses of the "world order".

    THERE IS NO "SET RULE" - REVELATION IS ALWAYS THE KEY

          If we place anyone or anything above our relationship with the Father and
His Word THEN that is "idolatry" - and that is a most dangerous situation
particularly in the deep darkness of this hour. So in essence what I am saying is
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that - as one is led by the Holy Spirit (and that is the key) - then it is fine to have a
passing "relationship" with those outside the faith, but it must ALWAYS be with
the view to bringing them into the Kingdom through our abiding in the love of
God towards them. IF it ever gets to the point where one finds themselves being
dragged down or sucked into the habits or "mind-sets" of the "world" THEN that
one must separate themselves until such a time as they are strengthened - in and by
the Holy Spirit - to counteract the darkness by being a vessel of God's light and
wisdom. There is no set "rule". As in all things we must walk by "revelation" in
every area of our life and relationship - including with other Christians. 

         ALL TRUE GIVING IS MOTIVATED BY AN ABIDING LOVE

          Every last act of obedience by the children of God - whether it is "giving" or
whatever else - has a special anointing on it to both "elevate" and "sustain" the
heart of the one receiving. From this one can clearly see that as the people of God
truly begin to "abide" in one accord their perfect obedience will continually be the
"catalyst" for the perfect impartation of the Father's love.

WE NEED TO REALLY CONCENTRATE ON "MAINTAINING" A VERY
SOFT AND SENSITIVE HEART TOWARDS THE FATHER

          We must ALWAYS "know" BY FAITH that the Father will get said and
done, through us, exactly what He wants to get said or done - regardless of how
we may "feel" at the time. The one thing that is becoming more and more evident
to me with each passing day - concerning the coming days and weeks - is that we
need to really concentrate on "maintaining" a very soft and sensitive heart towards
the Father - and towards all those He has given us (spiritually speaking). This is
the place wherein we will be found doing our VERY BEST for all those who cross
our path, and this is the place wherein one gains a continual and deep assurance
that not only are they in God's will, but also that the things they are believing for
shall SURELY come to pass in His perfect timing. 

     THE ANOINTING OF GIVING AND THE ANOINTING OF LOVE

          All "true" giving carries with it a "special anointing"! As the children of
God come together into that place of abiding in love (the place of a heart wholly
given) an amazing thing is beginning to manifest in their midst. The words which
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go forth - and even the smallest actions - of those abiding in love are causing a
great outpouring of the Father's love in the midst of God's people. Even the
"seemingly" small things are producing great blessing (strength and
empowerment) - the secret behind that being the fact that they were done in - and
by - the love of God abiding within the "giver".  In these days we shall see these
things I have spoken of both multiplied and intensified to a continually greater
degree in the midst of all those who truly love God and thus the "world" shall
come to "know that we are Christians by our love". 

IT IS TIME FOR ALL THOSE WHO TRULY LOVE GOD TO GAIN A
REVELATION OF HIS ABSOLUTENESS

        It is time for all those who truly love God to gain a revelation of His
"absoluteness". This is the time of the beginning of a unity (the unity of faith) in
the Church that will build and build until we are truly the full manifestation of the
"spotless and unblemished" Church and, therefore, it is time for every child of God
to receive the revelation coming from the Throne through the apostles and
prophets. We must not "hold back" any longer, for we are called as vessels of
God's life and love and truth (His Word) and these are what ultimately will judge
"all" that is apart from Him in the midst of His people. To "hold back" now would
be to commit those who - up until now - have not repented of their carnality to a
loss of eternal reward. The Father has made it clear to me that this is a most
serious business! and this is why it is so important for every Christian to walk in
love - regardless of "any" scheme that Satan comes against them with. Regardless
of how one "feels" they must walk in love for this is the first and foremost
foundation of "victory". If we do not faint or allow ourselves to grow weary then
we shall surely see "all" that the Father has spoken to us come to pass!

                                THE LAW (PRINCIPLE) OF LOVE

          There is still much strife - and slanderous gossip - amongst believers,
betraying an "evil root" (ground of fear and bitterness) which must be removed
from within them if they are ever to fulfil their destiny in Christ. There are many
who constantly spew out words of false judgement and hatred against their
brothers and sisters in Christ, and the Spirit of God is deeply grieved by this
manifestation of the hardness of their hearts. If the child of God truly keeps their
eyes "fixed" on Jesus then quite simply they would rather die then speak a word
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against anyone else - for to do so would cause them to violate the law of love
(Mark 12:28-31)!    It is an abomination to the heart of the Father for any one of
His children to act as "accusers" - in bringing vile accusations against their
brothers and sisters in the Lord. It is written clearly for all to see in Ephesians
4:29:

          ...."Let no unwholesome word proceed from your mouth, but only such a
word as is good for edification according to the need of the moment, that it may
give (impart) grace to those who hear"....

And again it is written in Matthew 5:44:

          ...."Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you".... 

         It is a serious thing to willfully disobey a commandment of our Lord in order
to gain "selfish satisfaction" by coming against, and exalting ourselves, above
someone else (regardless of what they have done to us) in the darkness of our
"own" understanding - knowing in our hearts that we are commanded to "love one
another"! Ministering in love is to deny ourselves (at all cost to ourselves) - in
order that the one we are speaking or ministering to - regardless of whether they
are a friend or an enemy - might receive those words of life which the Spirit of
God has for them, through us. We can know for certain that as we minister the
love of God, the words we speak - by the Spirit of God - will ALWAYS succeed
perfectly in the matter for which they were sent, and accomplish all that the
Heavenly Father desires to accomplish in the life of that person no matter who
they are (believer or unbeliever, friend or enemy) (Isaiah 55:11). The "flesh" (old
nature) must continually be put aside in every respect - in order that we might
become the "pure" vessels of God's love we were called to be. There is no greater
love that we can exercise than to lay down our lives (self-life) - in order that all
who cross our path might experience the flowing forth of the Father's great love
which He has for them. Regardless of where a believer may be at in their spiritual
journey they must first and foremost revere the command to "love one another".
Any violation of this commandment will surely put into motion the force of fear -
not only in the life of the one speaking, but also in the life of the one spoken to. 
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               WORDS OF LOVE VS. WORDS OF PRIDE AND FEAR

          Words spoken in love are ALWAYS in accordance with the Word of God
and His purposes and will bring about the manifested presence of God through the
words which are spoken in obedience by the child of God. Words of pride (which
initiate from the darkened wisdom of man - these words not being in accordance
with the Word of God) will bring about the manifested presence of fear - thus
putting into effect the law of sin and death in that situation. One is now able to
grasp the extreme importance of the words we speak and also the serious and
solemn responsibility we have, as Christians, to speak the truth in love at ALL
times (Ephesians 4:18). Words spoken in love are ALWAYS words of faith and
they will always "control" any given situation to the greatest glory of the Father -
and because of this Satan will continually suffer defeat. The child of God needs
only to dwell and abide in the Word of God and they will experience fully what it
means to be "more than a conqueror" in Christ Jesus (Romans 8:31). 

                                                 TRUE SUCCESS

          As the child of God will faithfully meditate on the Word of God day and
night (Joshua 1:8) they will begin to produce - through their faithfulness and
obedience - the desired result of true success in their walk. "True success" is
defined as the constant ability (produced and sustained in the heart of the believer
who is established in God's Word - by the Holy Spirit) to walk in the perfect will
of the Father at all times. This indeed is true success, when at the end of our
course, we hear our beloved Master speak the words "Well done My good and
faithful servant!" It is a very clear cut decision that every child of God must make
- this meditating day and night on the Word of God - for meditating on the things
of the world will only produce fear and death (corruption) and darkness, while
meditating on the Word of God will ALWAYS produce faith and life and light. 

In Psalm 118:5-6 (Amplified Trans.) it is written:

...."Out of my distress I called upon the Lord; the Lord answered me and set
me free and in a large place. The Lord is on my side what can man do to me?"....
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          The Father desires to have a people who are led by His Spirit every moment
of every day - in order that His will be done on earth just as it is in Heaven. Every
child of God needs to develop the habit of bringing EVERY thought captive to the
Word of God - in order that they might continually discern ALL things in light of
God's Word. It is ONLY in this way that we will become partakers of His holiness
and, as the psalmist wrote in verse 5, experience fully the fact that we have been
set free from the force of fear in every respect. From the position of "abiding" in
love one is continually empowered to walk this earth with no fear of what man
might do because they know that the Greater One resides within them - and that no
"flesh and blood" will be able to stand against them (1 John 4:4) (Joshua 1:5).

"THE CHURCH WILL NOT RISE OUT OF THE DREGS OF FEAR,
UNBELIEF AND SELF-FOCUS (SELF-DESIRE) UNTIL SHE BEGINS...TO
WALK IN LOVE"

          It will always come down to this: Is one being motivated by the Holy Spirit
(the Spirit of Love) or not? The church will not rise out of the dregs of fear,
unbelief and self-focus (self-desire) until she begins - both individually and
corporately - to "abide" in love, and that position is predicated on intimate
fellowship with the Father and His Word - DAILY! No captive ever got - or ever
will be - set free through the exercising of fear (selfishness and self-exaltation) on
their behalf. It is a matter of great importance in these days that all those called to
the five-fold ministry be found abiding in the place wherein they are exercising a
perfect diligence in ALL things. For perfect diligence (obedience) will always
produce - ultimately - a perfect deliverance in the lives of those that the Father has
given them for the purposes of ministry. In reality, vast multitudes (and I do mean
vast multitudes) have remained in some form of bondage because many in
positions of authority are not "willing to exercise the necessary faith (which works
through love) and patience and wisdom (perfect obedience) on their behalf. This
MUST change in these days if we are going to be a people that "allow" the Father
to dwell in our midst.

"WITHOUT TRUE (DIVINE) COMPASSION THERE IS NO ANOINTING
- AND WITHOUT THE ANOINTING THE YOKES (BONDAGES) AND
THE STRONGHOLDS (UNGODLY MIND-SETS) REMAIN"
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          One of the main schemes of the enemy is to keep the children of God in a
place - spiritually speaking - wherein they are devoid of a true "flowing" divine
compassion towards all those who cross their path. This is because without true
(divine) compassion there is no anointing - and without the anointing the "yokes"
(bondages) and the "strongholds" (ungodly mind-sets) remain - thus preventing
the captive from entering into the fulness of their inheritance in Christ. One
question that we must continually ask ourselves - both individually and
corporately - is "Do we really desire to see the captives set free - at all cost to
ourselves?" There will come a day when each and every child of God will be
judged for their handling of EVERY situation that the Father has placed them in -
as a representative of His heart and character - and thus we must NEVER settle for
anything less than the Father's perfect love and wisdom - AT ANY TIME or under
any circumstance! 

THERE SHALL BE A DISTINCT AND GREAT PERSECUTION
(REBELLION) ARISE AGAINST ALL WHO TRULY DESIRE TO LIVE
GODLY LIVES IN CHRIST JESUS

          In this last hour, as the outpouring of the Holy Spirit intensifies to a greater
degree with each passing day, there shall be a distinct and great persecution
(rebellion) arise against ALL those who truly desire to live godly lives in Christ
Jesus. It is of extreme importance for every true believer to be so rooted and
grounded in love (continually holding firm to the "rock of revealed knowledge")
that they will not be swayed or moved from the narrow path of perfect obedience -
regardless of what Satan throws at them. 

                "ALL" OF OUR VINDICATION MUST BE FROM GOD

          In light of the certain persecution and lies that will be forthcoming against
the true delegated authorities of God it is most important for those "sent" by the
Father to have a clear and abiding revelation of the fact that they do not need - AT
ANY TIME -  to seek justification (approval) for their words and actions from any
source apart from God, but rather they must "know" that their vindication is from
the Lord alone. If one does not have a "revelation" of this fact - and of course the
divine assurance in their heart that they are speaking and acting in perfect
accordance with the heart of the Father - then they shall surely succumb to the
pressures and persecutions and lies which are certain to arise as they continually
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walk in perfect obedience (love) towards the people of God. Again, if one does not
have an "absolute assuredness" that their words and actions are the product of an
abiding love in their hearts - an assuredness given only by the Father Himself in
the daily times of intimate fellowship with Him - then the desire to justify oneself,
seek revenge and/or hold unforgiveness (thus violating the law of love), shall
overcome them to some degree, causing them to compromise the purity and the
absoluteness of the Word of God in their ministry to His people. 

LOVE YOUR ENEMIES AND PRAY FOR ALL THOSE WHO ARE USED
AS VESSELS OF PERSECUTION AGAINST YOU

          Any time persecution comes our way - ABOVE ALL ELSE - we must be
found loving our enemies and praying for "all" those who persecute us. It is one
thing for someone to sin against us, it is another thing entirely for us to "allow"
ourselves to be dragged into sin - by that sin against us! When somebody reviles
someone in the church - and thus "allows" themselves to be used as a vessel of for
Satan's attack against the true authority (perfect obedience) that they are walking
in - then, as the lies are passed on or perpetuated in some way, the words spoken
become contagious. People with "itching ears" are always looking for something
"new" to "believe" - and thus (because of the darkness already abiding in their
heart through fear and unbelief), they are always receptive to the lies of the Evil
One. 

                            TRUE LOVE IS ETERNAL AND DIVINE

          If a child of God truly desires to fulfil the Father's will for their life and
ministry then they must come to understand that true love is NEVER based on any
kind of "performance" (fleshly activity) on our behalf. It is eternal and it is divine.
It never fails or forsakes - regardless of what it encounters. One of the great
benefits of "knowing" the Father and His Word (Jesus) personally is that one gains
a deep revelation of divine love. What the "world" calls love is a counterfeit of the
real thing and is perverted in EVERY way (Romans 7:18). The Word of God
states that "God is love" (1 John 4:16) and therefore, to depart from Him and the
leading of His Spirit in ANY way is to go back to that state of "lower living"
(self-will and pride) that we, as Christians, have been redeemed from. In that place
one becomes an unfit vessel as far as Kingdom service goes because it is only the
pure and unadulterated love of God that can lead people to the Truth. It is the will
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of the Father for every one of His precious children to come to that place of
"abiding" in His love. It is from THIS holy position that the Father is able to
accomplish the fulness of His will through us - in any given circumstance.

     THE VIOLATION OF TRUE COVENANT BETWEEN CHRISTIANS

           When people who "outwardly" acknowledge the will of God yet "inwardly"
continue to "walk in the flesh" - through self-will and self-desire leading to an
open door for the deceptive practices of the Evil One - they violate the divine trust
between Christians - a divine trust that can ONLY be established through the love
of God abiding in one's heart. In this last of the last hour the Father is establishing
"glorious connections" in the midst of all those who are truly seeking first His
Kingdom - seeking both in word and deed. He is bringing those together who will
walk in love at ALL cost to themselves in order to establish His perfect purpose
(the Glorious Church) in the earth. 

ONE MUST CONTINUE TO WALK IN LOVE AND CONTINUE TO
BELIEVE GOD'S BEST FOR THOSE WHO HAVE VIOLATED TRUE
COVENANT WITH THEM

          In this last hour many have unknowingly (although they should know)
forsaken the pursuit of their true "Kingdom position"! They have done this
through an adherence to (and maintenance of) self-will and self-desire - and the
self-glory and approval (attention) of men which they "crave". It is the Father's
desire to remove ALL rebellion and fleshly activity from the midst of the
"congregations of the righteous", and thus He is moving forth to judge ALL those
who have forsaken His will to follow after self-desire and self-will - even though
they have "tasted the good Word of God and the powers of the age to come"
(Hebrews 6:5). Although one MUST continue to walk in love and continue to
believe God's best for those who have violated true covenant with them (through
their "affixation" to self-desire and self-will - and the manipulation and control
which is its spontaneous by-product) in many cases it will be some time before a
complete trust in that individual relationship can be established (if ever). Without
exception, it will take a deep and thorough repentance before God, and a clear and
consistent manifestation of good (righteous and holy) fruit following by those who
have sown consistently to the "flesh". 
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GOD IS LOVE AND HE CANNOT BE COMPREHENDED - IN ANY WAY -
APART FROM LOVE!

          In this last hour EVERY Christian MUST be strengthened with great power
in their inner man - in order that they might be found to be rooted and grounded in
the love of God. If our EVERY motivation is not rooted and grounded in "godly
desire" then we are not going to be able to comprehend either the magnificence or
the magnitude of the Father's glorious plan for the Church. God is love and He
CANNOT be comprehended - in any way - apart from love! There are many who
"think" that they comprehend God's plan - but they do not! Quite simply, the love
of God is not abiding in their heart and, therefore, they are blinded by the spirits of
darkness that prey upon every remaining ground of self-desire and pride - ground
which has remained solely because one has refused to enter into perfect fellowship
and relationship with the Father - on His terms. In preferring to remain in control
of their own lives they have been - and shall continue to be - used by the Evil One
to carry out his schemes against those who are truly serving God. This
"fellowship" with darkness is precisely why there are so many different and
varying false doctrines in the church at large. This ought not be! And with a view
to these things the Father is about to unleash a holy fire that will both expose and
consume ALL that is unrighteously motivated.

A MAINTAINED STATE OF UNRIGHTEOUS MOTIVATION KEEPS
THE CHILD OF GOD IN PERPETUAL IGNORANCE CONCERNING
SATAN'S SCHEMES

          We, as Christians, are either going to be righteously motivated or
unrighteously motivated in ALL that we say or do. There are no other sources of
motivation! The whole basis of Satan's scheme against the Christian who is truly
seeking first the Kingdom (truly seeking the fulness of the Father's will for their
life and ministry) is to somehow keep them out of their proper
"Kingdom-positioning" in Christ. He has an intense desire to keep the child of
God in the wrong place at the wrong time - doing the wrong thing. In other words,
a place wherein they are "maintaining" unrighteous motivation - for then he still
has "control" over them and, thus, is "enabled" to carry out his schemes against the
true works of God through them. This state of unrighteous motivation also keeps
the child of God in perpetual ignorance concerning Satan's schemes - both where
they are concerned personally and also concerning the corporate church. It is a
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most dangerous thing for a child of God to be found serving Satan and not even be
aware of it (2 Timothy 2:19-26)! Ultimately, without a deep and thorough
repentance - the one that continues to align themselves with the lies of the Evil
One, shall "perish" (expire, ebb, fade, wane) in the days ahead!

IT MUST BE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD BY EVERY CHILD OF GOD -
TRULY DESIROUS OF ENTERING INTO THE FULNESS OF THEIR
DESTINY IN CHRIST - THAT THE FATHER IS RIGHTEOUSLY
MOTIVATED TOWARD THEM AT ALL TIMES -AND THEREFORE
CAN BE TRUSTED, ABSOLUTELY!

          When everything is stripped down to its bare root - in things pertaining to
life and ministry - one shall either found to be motivated selfishly (unrighteously)
or righteously (in perfect accordance with the heart of the Father). We can no
longer be a people who are found walking in that gray, cloudy area of uncertainty
(doubt-indecision) to any degree for it is certain that the Father has made the
provision for each and every one of His children to abide in righteousness and it is
His earnest desire for them represent Him perfectly in Christ - through the perfect
empowerment of the Holy Spirit. It must be clearly understood by every child of
God - truly desirous of entering into the fulness of their destiny in Christ - that the
Father is righteously motivated toward them at ALL times - and therefore can be
trusted, ABSOLUTELY. In other words, whatever He does and whatever He says
- in His dealings with them - is ALWAYS for their greatest eternal benefit. That is,
both now and in the ages to come.                     

ALL TRUTH IS ROOTED AND GROUNDED IN RIGHTEOUSNESS
WHILE ALL ERROR IS ROOTED AND GROUNDED IN REBELLION - 
IN THIS LAST HOUR EVERY CHILD OF GOD WILL FALL ON ONE
SIDE OR THE OTHER!

          There are a great number of people walking about who believe that they are
in the will of God, but they are not! There is no excuse for that and there is no
excuse for false doctrine and error issuing forth from the pulpit. Indeed, there is no
excuse for ANY Christian to be living and moving and having their being tainted
by ANY element of unrighteousness. All truth is rooted and grounded in
righteousness while all error is rooted and grounded in rebellion. In this last hour
EVERY child of God will fall on one side or the other! 
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WHEN ONE IS SEEKING FIRST THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND, THUS,
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THAT KINGDOM - FIRST IN THEIR OWN
HEART AND THEN IN THE HEART OF OTHERS - THEN EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO LIFE AND GODLINESS FALLS INTO PLACE AND IS
PERFECTLY "UNFOLDED" IN THE LIFE OF THE BELIEVER
ACCORDING TO THE FATHER'S HIGHEST PURPOSE

          The command to seek first the Kingdom is a very significant command for
each and every child of God who is truly desirous of fulfilling their destiny in
Christ. We have the Kingdom of heaven and we have the "kingdom(s)" that man
attempts to build (with Satan's help, of course) and one will be found "seeking"
one of the two. When one is seeking first the Kingdom of God and, thus, the
establishment of that Kingdom - first in their own heart and then in the heart of
others - THEN everything pertaining to life and godliness falls into place and is
perfectly "unfolded" in the life of the believer according to the Father's highest
purpose in any given moment or situation and they will be found "abiding" in
righteousness. If there is ANY maintained element of self-seeking (self-desire) in
the child of God then that "ground" of self-seeking will ALWAYS overcome
[overwhelm] one's desire to "seek first the Kingdom". Self-seeking (self-desire)
constitutes lust (the desire for things which are apart from God) and will always
manifest in unrighteous motivation - toward both God and all those with whom
they have to do.

IN LIGHT OF SPIRITUAL REALITY AND THE FACT THAT GOD IS
COMING TO RADICALLY JUDGE HIS CHURCH WE NEED TO BE
THOSE WHO SEEK TO BE RIGHTEOUSLY MOTIVATED IN ALL
THINGS

          Many have the "good intention" of carrying out God's will, but if there is
ANY maintained element of self-desire remaining within them then there will
always be a compulsion to "add things" by their own strength and means and form
their "own" agendas in their so-called service to God. In light of spiritual reality
and the fact that God is coming to radically judge His church we need to be those
who seek to be righteously motivated in all things - forsaking continually ALL
that is apart from Christ in both word and deed! It is ONLY from this state of heart
that one shall be found doing and saying the things that are pleasing to the heart of
the Father. If one truly comes into proper relationship with the Father and His
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Word (again - on His terms) then they will surely begin to understand that He has
a plan and that He has an agenda for the perfect fulfillment of that plan. The only
thing that can keep one out of this place of "abiding" in righteous motivation
(godly-desire) is self-desire. 

IT MUST BE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE
WAY - PERTAINING TO ALL TRUE SERVICE IN THE KINGDOM -
AND THAT IS THE WAY OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!

          From the root of righteousness all things pertaining to life and godliness
unfold in the life of the individual believer and from the root of unrighteousness
(self-desire) every manner of evil has the potential to issue forth. Even though
there still seems to be a small place in time for people to come into a deep and
thorough repentance it is clear that the Father is already raising up true spiritual
environments throughout the earth and the time is getting late for all those who
truly desire to serve God and come into the fulness of their "Kingdom-position"
(but who are not "yet" in their proper positioning - both spiritually-speaking and
positionally-speaking) - to set themselves completely apart unto the Father and His
Word with a view to perfectly obeying Him at every turn. It must be clearly
understood that there is only one way - pertaining to all true service in the
Kingdom - and that is the way of righteousness! One needs to have the
heart-desire to be motivated righteously in all things, but we also need to have that
corresponding action in word and deed that is continually in line with the
revelation of God's will that is abiding in our heart.

THERE IS A GREAT STORM COMING - EVERYTHING THAT CAN BE
SHAKEN WILL BE SHAKEN!

          It is written that the righteous will never be shaken. If one comes to the
place where they are abiding in righteousness, that is, in that place of perfect
fellowship with the Father and His Word (a perfect fellowship that establishes a
supernatural "one accord" with the deepest thoughts and intentions of the Father's
heart) those things which could have been shaken (ground of fear, emotional
attachments etc.) will not be there anymore. Again, while in this place of perfect
fellowship (the inner chamber) there is a continual inflow of divine light - a divine
light which both exposes and consumes any ground within that is not rooted and
grounded in love. It is from this position (intimate fellowship) - and this position
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alone - that we shall be empowered to function in this earth as the Glorious
Church - both individually and corporately in this last of the last hour. It will take
the perfect empowerment of God in this hour and it will take a radical
acclimatization to His presence in order to function in even the midst of His
blessing let alone the ever increasing turmoil and darkness which is - even now -
enshrouding all those in heart-fellowship with the world. There is a great storm
coming! Even now one can hear in the Spirit the not so distant rumblings of
thunder and see the "lightnings" which represent the unharnessed power and fire
of God - an unharnessed power and fire that shall soon move forth to both expose
and consume all that is apart from Christ. Everything that can be shaken will be
shaken!

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT IN THESE DAYS FOR EVERY BELIEVER TO
COME TO A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE
TRUTH, ONE PLAN AND ONE MOTIVE THAT WILL DO - AS FAR AS
THE CARRYING OUT OF THE FATHER'S PERFECT WILL GOES

          Many in the Body of Christ are beginning to depart from (or have never
sought to enter into) the place of an absolute faith - a departure which will most
certainly blind one to the truth, and which is clearly leading to much confusion in
many circles. It is very important in these days for EVERY believer to come to a
clear understanding that there is only ONE truth, ONE plan and ONE motive that
will do - as far as the carrying out of the Father's perfect will goes. It is also of the
utmost importance for every believer who TRULY loves God to enter into the
place of an abiding holiness - a place wherein one continually lives wholly for the
Father and His Word in every aspect of life and ministry. I pray that all those who
truly love God are greatly blessed in these days with continual insight into the
"fulness" of the Father's plan - not only for themselves personally, but also for all
those with whom they will have to do in their remaining time in this dispensation.
It is also my earnest and heart-felt prayer that those who are faithful will both enter
into - and accomplish - ALL that the Father destined for them in Christ from
before the foundation of the earth.

THOSE WHO ARE IN RIGHT FELLOWSHIP WITH THE FATHER AND
HIS WORD WILL KNOW OF HIS GLORIOUS PLAN IN THIS LAST
HOUR, AND WILL HAVE NO DESIRE TO DEVIATE FROM THEIR
"GOD-GIVEN" PART IN IT
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          One of the great problems in the church - if not the greatest - is that people
have attempted to serve God on their own strength and terms fuelled by self-desire
(the root of which is ALWAYS seeking after self-glory) rather than the desire to
glorify God to the greatest degree in ALL that they say and do. It is only in the
time of intimate fellowship in the "inner chamber" that a continually deeper
revelation of the Cross enters in to the heart of the believer. Without a revelation
of the Cross then not only is there no restraint on their behalf as far as doing the
"works" there is also a blinding effect put forth by the spirits of darkness which
keeps that one operating in a deep and abiding "self-assurance" - totally
unconscious (spiritually speaking) of the fact that they are not in the will of God.
Those who are in right-fellowship with the Father and His Word will KNOW of
His glorious plan in this last hour, and will have no desire to deviate from their
God-given part in it. Because of their faithfulness they will be both perfectly
prepared and used to a great degree to effect that aforementioned "glorious plan" -
a plan which is far beyond the normal comprehension of even the most sanctified
intellect.

"CONTROL" IS NOT A DIRTY WORD WHEN THE HOLY SPIRIT IS
INVOLVED!

          In any given moment one shall be found being controlled (influenced) by
either the Holy Spirit or Satan and his forces! "Control" is not a dirty word when
the Holy Spirit is involved. Why? Because He will ALWAYS lead one into the
perfect place, the perfect situation and give the perfect words - day in and day out
- which will, ultimately, unfold the "fulness" of one's destiny in Christ. The Holy
Spirit is perfect in His ministry and He will continually guide the faithful heart in
the paths of righteousness.

"EVERY LAST CHRISTIAN WALKING THE FACE OF THIS EARTH
KNOWS THE FATHER JUST AS WELL AS THEY HAVE DESIRED TO
KNOW HIM"

          In this final hour people are going to end up exactly where they have chosen
to end up. Every last Christian walking the face of this earth knows the Father just
as well as they have desired to know Him. There are no restrictions upon knowing
Him and His ways, and of course it is His earnest desire that each one of His
children come to know Him to a greater degree with each passing day. It is
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extremely important that every Christian make a quality decision to come to know
Him to a continually deeper degree - for it is from this place of intimacy that ALL
things pertaining to the true Christian life are both revealed and brought into
reality -  through the perfect empowerment of the Holy Spirit. There are many
people walking the face of the earth in this hour who believe that everything will
work out all right for them - yet they have not tended to (nurtured-cultivated) their
relationship with the Father and His Word - on HIS terms. Thus, they leave
themselves in a place of vulnerability where the vile attacks of the Evil One are
concerned because, quite simply, they have remained in "his" territory (the world).
When one has the choice to walk through a "field" with no land mines in it (the
Kingdom) or one filled with land mines (the world) they had better make the
right(eous) choice!

THE END (OR THE LEGACY) OF ONE WHO ABIDES IN THE PLACE
OF BEING RIGHTEOUSLY MOTIVATED IN ALL THINGS IS THE
PERFECT FULFILLMENT OF THEIR DESTINY IN CHRIST

          All those who continue to allow any ground of "sin-consciousness"
(darkness and unbelief) to remain - ground which remains only because of a
"distinct" lack of intimate fellowship with the Father and His Word - shall enter
into deep darkness and deep sin (rebellion) in this final hour. But all those who
truly desire the fulness of God's will for their life and ministry shall SURELY
enter into the fulness of Kingdom-life and, thus, the Kingdom-position that is
theirs in Christ. The end (or the legacy) of one who abides in the place of being
righteously motivated in all things is the perfect fulfillment of their destiny in
Christ. In other words, EVERYTHING that they were created for. This is the life
of abiding in divine prosperity and blessing. The fact is, that when an
unrighteously motivated person receives "blessing" (prospers outwardly) they will
NEVER acknowledge God in that, ultimately, because their innermost desire
remains the seeking of "self-glory" and, thus they continually forge a path which
seems good, but its end is death and darkness.

                          THE CONTINUED PRACTICE OF TRUST

          It is written that God will NEVER fail us nor forsake us and the thing that
brings that into the place of spiritual reality in the heart of the believer is the
continued practice of trust toward the Father and His Word. If one continues to
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trust God in any given situation - time after time after time - then they shall gain a
burning revelation of that truth. It will NEVER matter what things look like or
"seem" like they will become a man or a woman of faith. The Father is preparing
His people to withstand - perfectly - any and every attack of Satan and his forces
in this final hour - regardless of the degree of intensity, and so it is certain that an
absolute (perfect) faith is required. 

WHEN ONE IS SO FILLED WITH A DIVINE REVELATION OF
SPIRITUAL REALITY CONCERNING WHO THEY ARE IN CHRIST,
AND THE PERFECTION OF THE FATHER'S CHARACTER AND
HEART TOWARDS THEM THEN SATAN CANNOT HANDLE THEM OR
CONTROL THEM

          When one is so filled with a divine revelation of spiritual reality concerning
who they are in Christ, and the perfection of the Father's character and heart
towards them then Satan cannot handle them or control them. Why? Because they
do not have any fear and that translates into them not having any capacity within
them to believe ANY of his lies. They know beyond a shadow of a doubt that no
matter what Satan attempts he is going to end up experiencing an absolute defeat,
and that they - in their faithfulness - shall end up being elevated in the Kingdom -
empowered to lay an even greater devastation on him and his forces in the days
ahead! This is spiritual reality and this is the reason why the things that are being
preached are being preached and taught in the "true" spiritual environments
throughout the Body of Christ. It is the ministry of the Holy Spirit to bring each
and every child of God into the place wherein they are continually partaking of -
and manifesting - the nature of God abiding within them. From that place of
partaking and abiding one shall continually be found manifesting His life, His
love, His light, His wisdom and His truth - saying and doing that which is
necessary to truly set the captives free.

THE FEAR OF MAN WILL ALWAYS CRIPPLE ONE'S PURSUIT OF
THE KINGDOM

          The "fear of man" is a dangerous thing! It has come down to this for
EVERY believer walking the face of the earth in this final hour: Who do you love
more, God - or do you fear what people say or think about you? The fear of man
will ALWAYS cripple (paralyze) one's pursuit of the Kingdom. If "maintained" it
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will ultimately cause that one to miss the mark - as the spirit of fear is continually
enabled to manipulate and control them - because the deepest motivation of their
heart is still influenced by "outward formalities" and flesh and blood rather than a
revelation of the Father's heart (spiritual reality). Indeed, the fear of man is a
deep-rooted thing in the old nature, and this is precisely why we must - as true
seekers - "allow" the Holy Spirit to both expose and consume ANY ground within
us. It is certain that as we are faithful to do so THEN He is faithful to shed the love
of God abroad in our heart superabundantly. 

IT IS AS ONE ENTERS INTO THE SECRET PLACE OF GOD'S
PRESENCE DAILY THAT THEY WILL GAIN A REVELATION OF HIS
ONGOING APPROVAL, ACCEPTANCE AND LOVE - AND THIS WILL
EMPOWER ONE TO CONTINUALLY WALK ABOVE THE FEAR OF 
MAN

          If people "maintain" a fear of what others think - the root of that being
seeking the approval of man over and above the approval of God - it becomes an
ongoing thing simply because there are numerous people and situations that one
will run across day to day. It is as one enters into the secret place of God's
presence daily that they will gain a revelation of His ongoing approval, acceptance
and love - and this will empower one to continually walk above the fear of man
(the fear of what others say and think) because they will have the deep assurance
that no matter what people say or do they are loved by God. Truly it is a greater
thing to be loved by the Father than it is to be "loved" by people (the world). It is a
wonderful thing to be loved by people who have the love of God abiding within
them, but it must be clearly understood that one can NEVER receive what God has
to offer - through people who are walking in the natural. The fear of man is a futile
thing and it is a great deception (lie) which has kept many, many people in
bondage - and out of the will of God for their life and ministry.

THE SIMPLE FACT OF THE MATTER IS THAT WHEN THE LOVE OF
GOD IS POURED FORTH THROUGH HIS GLORIOUS CHURCH IN
THIS FINAL HOUR VAST MULTITUDES WILL BE SET FREE FROM
WHATEVER BONDAGES THAT HAD HELD THEM IN DARKNESS UP
UNTIL THAT TIME
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          There are many out in the world who are not far from the Kingdom! Within
them there is a growing desire to experience true (divine) love. The only thing that
they have seen up to this point is what the world calls "love" - which isn't love at
all, but rather only "selfishness refined". The simple fact of the matter is that when
the love of God is poured forth through His Glorious Church in this final hour vast
multitudes will be set free from whatever bondages had held them in darkness up
until that time - not the least of which will be freedom from the fear of man. This
freedom from the fear of man will be absolutely necessary for one to break free
(and stay free) from the control (strong pull) of the spirit of anti-Christ in this final
hour that is, even now, beginning to strongly influence and affect ALL that is
apart from Christ.
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